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The consumption of community at bandung city always increase every years. Impact from this activity is increase of plastic garbage. This is not appropriate with image of bandung city. Image of bandung city is “kota bunga”. This is not appropriate with that’s slogan because we can find some  place which has a lot of garbage at bandung city. The location is near from ITB (Institut Teknologi Bandung) much people through this way because this way is one of central ways at bandung. But, in this way we can see a lot of  heap garbage
Name a few practical solutions to the problem that either government/industry/NGOs or your school/community has so far carried out. 
“Utilization of plastic and bottle of trash to be a commercial product with recycle method”


















Indicate resource requirements like budget, manpower, facilities, as well as institutions/groups involved, making sure that all necessary resources are within your reach. Compare resources and costs with the benefits you expect to gain. 
This project doesn’t need much money because we can get plastic and bottle from trash at bandung city as unripe material





Straw	10 pac	Rp 1.000	Rp 10.000





1 item (vas and flower) = Rp 15.000
2 item (vas and flower) = Rp 30.000	
Profit = Rp 30.000 – Rp 21.000 = Rp 9.000/ 2items 
Profit  Rp 4.500 / product
In no more than 200 words, say how this project can be beneficial for both the economy and the environment. Explain also why your environmental project makes economic sense.
Consumption of community always increase every years. It make a problem for environement. One of the problem is “garbage”. Garbage at bandung city was pile up. Stack of trash make a problem for local community and another people. One of them is smell and much mosquito.









Plastic and bottle of trash

Commercial product (vas, flower and handcraft)

Separation of trash



